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ABSTRACT ERVoe
M1d111tor

Linear amplifier with nonlinear components (LINC) is a power Input Signal P _edistor
linearization method which offers both high linearity and high power
amplifier (PA) efficiency in wireless transmitters. While LINC I(t) Q(t)
increases the power efficiency of PAs, this linearization technique
requires an extra power combiner which results in low power Converter Modulator PA>
efficiency of whole system. To solve this problem, we propose a
multilevel LINC (ML-LINC) method to not only increase power Ri.(t)
combiner efficiency but also maintain high linearity of wireless Multi-level
transmitters. We also derive the optimal value of each scaling level Scaling
to maximize the power combiner efficiency. Finally, we demonstrate
a three-level scaling ML-LINC as a design example which enhances
power combiner efficiency from 44.5% to 63.6% and maintains high arccos Modulator PA
linearity to fulfill WCDMA specifications.

I. INTRODUCTION Figure 1. Multilevel LINC Architecture

Linear amplifier with nonlinear components (LINC) [1] is a blocks. One is the envelope modulator used to modulate the envelope
power linearization method which can increase linearity and power signal as a control signal to adjust the PA supply voltage. The other
amplifier (PA) efficiency in wireless transmitters. Several LINC one is the predistorter used to compensate the VDD-to-PM distortion
researches are proposed in recent years [2-4]. While LINC increases [8]. Multilevel scaling, envelope modulator, and predistorter are
the power efficiency of PAs, this linearization technique requires an major components in ML-LINC. In the following sections, we
extra power combiner which results in low system power efficiency introduce the design of these three shaded blocks in Fig. 1.
[5]. When the lossy combiner such as Wilkinson combiner is used in
LINC [6], this combiner leads to low power efficiency. Although we I CHALLENGES IN LINC TRANSMITTERS
can use the lossless combiner such as Chireix-outphasing combiner
for high power efficiency [7], the lossless combiner degrades Although LINC system shows high linearity and high power
linearity significantly. efficiency of the PA, there is a tradeoff between linearity and power

combiner efficiency. We state this essential issue in detail as follows.
In this paper, we propose a multilevel LINC (ML-LINC) method

as a solution to the critical issues associated with linearity and power There are two classes of combiners which can be used at the
combiner efficiency in LINC wireless transmitters. ML-LINC uses output stage. One is lossy combiners, and the other one is lossless
Wilkinson combiner to achieve high linearity. In addition, with the combiners. The hybrid combiner is a matched and lossy combining
assistance of proposed multilevel scaling mechanism, ML-LINC structure with high isolation between the combined ports. Typical
enhances the Wilkinson combiner efficiency. Therefore, ML-LINC structures of this type include the hybrid coupler and the Wilkinson
can achieve high linearity and high system power efficiency at the combiner. Due to the isolation between the combined ports, these
same time. We demonstrate a prototyping design of ML-LINC using combiners yield perfect linearity at the output [9]. However, their
three-level scaling. We also utilize the tool Advanced Design System power efficiency degrades significantly, particularly for signals with
(ADS) to perform mixed-mode system simulations to verify our a high peak to average ratio.
design under 3G WCDMA system specifications.

The class of lossless combiner groups the unmatched lossless out-
The ML-LINC architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. Input baseband phasing combiners [9,10]. Although the lossless combiner offers

signals I(t) and Q(t) are first converted to polar form by a rectangular high combing efficiency, the lossless combiner degrades linearity
to polar converter. Then envelope Ri,(t) is scaled by a multilevel significantly. Recently, phase only predistortion [11] has been
scaling mechanism and out-phasing angle 0'(t) is obtained by an proposed to improve the linearity for lossless combiner. But the
inverse cosine computation. After that, phase signals 4b (t)+0'(t) and paper has shown that Chireix combining with phase predistortion
4b (t)-0 '(t) are obtained by adders, where Ab (t) denotes the phase Of leads back to the classical LINC power efficiency with lossy
the input signal. Two phase modulator are utilized to generate two combiner or less. In summary, lossless combiner provides better or
constant envelope signals. The signals are now in radio frequency equal power efficiency, but at the cost of linearity degradation.
(RF) rather than baseband. Next, the RF signals are amplified by two
PAs and combined with a power combiner. ML-LINC requires a
control path to adjust the PA gain. This control path contains two
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Figure 2. Out-phasing concept of LINC: (a) signals before Figure 3. Out-phasing angles in (a) conventional LINC and (b) ML-
amplification and (b) signals after amplification. LINC.

III. MULTILEVEL SCALING MECHANISM 0(t) Cos-l( Rin(t)) (3)
VO

To investigate the multilevel scaling mechanism, the key idea of V > max(R (t)) (4)
ML-LINC, we do the overview of the out-phasing concept first. Then, ° . m (
we introduce the multilevel scaling mechanism. We also derive the
optimal value of each scaling level to maximize power combiner From (3), larger V0 leads to larger 0(t). In a word, to obtain high
efficiency. Wilkinson combiner efficiency, the designer should choose the value

of V0 close to and no smaller than the maximum of R1,(t).
A. Out-phasing Concept ofLINC B. Multilevel Method

The input of LINC system is a complex signal S1,('t), Instead of using constant V0, we propose a multilevel scaling

Sin (t) =RI,n (t) COS(0)Q t + (0(t)) (1) method as a solution to shrink 0(t) to achieve high power efficiency
of Wilkinson combiner. The definition of out-phasing angle 0'(t) in

where Ri,(t) and 4b (t) denotes the signal envelope and phase ML-LINC is modified as (5),
respectively. As the phasor diagram in Fig. 2(a), we can split the
envelope Ri,(t) into two complex signals, O'(t) cos'(Rin(t)) (5)

Rin (t) {[RI (t) + R2 (t)] (2)V(t)
12 The multilevel scaling is an input signal-aware mechanism. When

- [v/(v (t)) + V1 /(- 0 (t))] Rin(t) is much smaller than V0, the multilevel scaling mechanism will
2 adapt Vo'(t) to shrink 0(t). The ML-LINC out-phasing angle 0'(t) in

Fig. 3(b) is much smaller than the conventional LING out-phasingwhere 0(t) denotes the out-phasing angle. Both R1(t) and R2(t) are on Fig. (b) is Figsma), thaa the Wilking
a circle whose radius is Vo Vo is a design parameter which is pre- angle 0(t) in Fig. 3(a), so ML-LINC enhances the Wilkinson
defined by system designer and is a constant value in LINC combiner efficiency.
transmitters. Any signal Sin(t) whose envelope Rin(t) is smaller than C. Optimal Scaling Level
V0 can be split into a set of constant envelope signals R1(t) and R2(t).

As we use the multilevel scaling mechanism to maximize theAfter amplification, signals R1(t) and R2(t) can be expressed as W son c be efuicienc aven t determ the tia
G - R1(t) and C - R2(t), where C is the PA voltage gain. Then these y,

value of each scaling level Vk'. First, a cost function C(t) to representtwo amplified signals can be combined with a Wilkinson combiner the wasted Wilkinson combiner power is defined as (6),
and expressed as 2G. Ri (t) [6]. The combined signal

2G * Ri (t) is a linear amplification of the input signal Rin(t). C(t) = e2 (t) (6)
= V, 2 ()-Rin2 (t) (7)

LINC is a vector summation method and it causes signal n(t)
canceling. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the cancelled signals can be

exresds 1()an C e(t, hree(t ade2t)ae h The wasted Wilkinson combiner power is proportional to e2(t), theexpressed as G etndG ewhreetad2tarte power of cancelled vector in Fig. 3. Next, C(t) can be represented as
cancelled vectors perpendicular to the input envelope Rin(t). The (7) by Pythagorean theorem.
cancelled signals G el(t) and G e2(t) are proportional to the out-
phasing angle 0(t). In other words, the Wilkinson combiner wastes Fig. 4 shows the WCDMA envelope distribution where RA-(t) is a
less power when 0(t) is smaller. Thus, the Wilkinson combiner probability function. To get the expected value of C(t), we use the
efficiency is high when 0(t) is small. multilevel scaling method to divide the envelope R1n(t) into several

Theoutphaingange 0t) s dfind b (3 an J7detrmies regions, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, we sum up the
the size of 0(t). Because the input range of inverse trigonometric epcainvleo ahrgo odrv (() s()
function is [-1, 1], the normalized magnitude of 0(t) should be
between 0 and 1. Therefore, the selection of V0 should satisfy (4).
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With the optimal set of Vk', the multilevel scaling mechanism V. DIGITAL PREDISTORTER
dynamically adapts V0 '(t) close to and no smaller than the magnitude
of RE(Qt). This multilevel scaling mechanism can be easily Adjusting the supply voltage of two RF PAs introduces another
implemented with a ROM table to save 3k', a comparator and a distortion called VDD-to-PM distortion. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the
multiplexer to select the optimal value forvX'(t). VDD-to-PM distortion which degrades linearity. To correct VDD-to-

PM distortion, we use a digital predistorter [13] whose characteristic
IV. ENVELOPE MODULATOR is illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Then the output signal phase remains

constant with different PA supply voltages, which is shown in
Because of using the multilevel scaling mechanism, we adjust the Fig.6(c).

gain of two PAs to maintain linearity. We add an envelope modulator
as a control path in Fig. 5. The envelope modulator input is the VI. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON
digital control signal from the multilevel scaling block. A digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) is required to convert the control signal to The ML-LINC design is based on the system simulations of
analog signal. Then the analog control signal passes through the low Agilent electronic design automation (EDA) software Advanced
pass filter (LPF). Finally, we use a high power efficiency low drop Design System (ADS) and MathWorks MATLAB.
out (LDO) regulator [12] to ensure the PA power supply more robust.
Because of the RC delay, the control signal path group delay and the First, the system simulations set the N from one to eight to verify
phase path delay are different. We add an additional delay in the the multilevel scaling method. As shown in Fig. 7, while more than
phase path to partially overcome the distortion due to the RC delay. three scaling levels are used, most of the out-phasing angles 0(t)
The LDO regulator design is out of our scope, so our simulations ranges smaller than forty degrees. In addition, using more scaling
assume this envelope modulator is ideal. levels can make 0'(t) smaller. Fig. 8 shows the Wilkinson combiner

efficiency simulations of ML-LINC. ML-LINC enhances Wilkinson



100 VII. CONCLUSIONS

S 90 = A ML-LINC method is proposed to not only increase the
Wilkinson combiner efficiency but also maintain high linearity of
wireless transmitters. We also derive the optimal value of each80-
scaling level to maximize the Wilkinson combiner power efficiency.

1 70 - = < - < - m - Finally, we demonstrate a three-level scaling ML-LINC as a design
't' _ - = - - = example which improves power combiner efficiency from 44.5% to
.:60 = - = - - = L 63.6% and maintains high linearity to fulfill WCDMA specifications.S 6
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